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Chartering – Charter invoicing

Charter Invoicing from REVSOFT.

About Revsoft
Revsoft Management Ltd. is
a software house
conveniently based in
Limassol Cyprus, combining a
local presence with global
reach to support end users
overseas.
Revsoft has teamed up with
Sapphire UK (The worlds
leading reseller of INFOR
FMS Sunsystems) to deliver
infor FMS SunSystems
services and support within
Cyprus and surrounding
regions.
Revsoft helps its clients to
enhance their business
potential by providing new
and improved leverage
technologies in the area of
information systems.

Chartering is an activity within the shipping industry. In some cases a
voyage charterer may own cargo and employ a shipbroker to find a ship to
deliver the cargo for a certain price, called freight rate. Freight rates may be
on a per ton of cargo basis over a certain route.
Time and Vessel chartering is a complex business. Making the right
decisions at the right time is the key to success in this field of operation.
Revsoft’s Charter module can work standalone or seemingly integrate with
your existing system. This system allows the user to either import RECAPP
and technical information from a pre-defined document or enter the details
manually. This information is required in order to prepare the hire invoice.
(This information can be modified if the user has the correct access level
assigned.
Once the Recapp and technical data have been created in the charter
database, a series of calculations take place based on periods, stevedore,
Tonnage, Bunker levels, Broker commissions etc…
Streamline interactions between chartering operations and accounting.
Several departments within the organization stand to benefit from such an
implementation.
Technical department will be able to store all damage reports along with
their respective documents in a standard database and recall at a touch of
a button. Automatic generation of recap will be simplified. Validated data
will be transferred to the financial department thus bypassing manual input,
countless emails and minimizing human error.
Features:






WEB Enabled
Charter agreement details
Recapp
Stevadore damages (1 invoice per damage)
Disbursements expenses incurred such as CEV/fuel/claims
 Voyage charter agreement details
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